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Memorandum 

1. Analytical study has been completed 
on the transposition device submitted by Col. 
Tiltman. 

2. The study showed that this type o:f 
transposition possesses a high degree of 
security, solution depending upon the occurren< e 
of at least four messages in depth so that 
anagramming is possible. No solutions were 
effected on messages not in depth. 

3. From an operational viewpolllt, how
ever, the device showed several physical d:Ls
advantages • 

a. Both encipherment and deciphermeni 
were slow and subject to error. 

Name, Division or 
Branch, and Date 

\ b. The device is cumbersome to handlE 
1 and diff:t.cult to use. 

c. The glass surface does not take 
ink, pencilled letters will not wash off, and 
the letters are at all tl.Illes difficult to read 

d. The blacked-out portions smear 
when exposed to dampness. Black, gunnned, re
movable tape would be more satisfactory. 

4. Some of the above physical obJections 
could perhaps be overcome, but 1t is not 
believed that the need for a new transposition 
system is sufficient to warrant developing a 
device sl.Illilar to this one. ( - ,_P~~ 

I k;'os~phLf _• Martan 
l MaJor, SPSIC-4 
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